CIC Minutes, May 17, 2018

Steve Williams, MD – Chair
David Baxter, MD – Co-Chair

Members Present:
Alice House
Kunal Patel
Jeff Ignatoff
Susan Codone
Kristjan Thompson
Carolyn Klatt
Steve Williams
Ed Grimsley
Roberta Weintraut
Jacob Warren
Susan Cline
Larry Nichols
Prakash
Jim Thomas
Christina Kelly

Others:
Bryant Smalley, Marshall Angle, James Knapp, Kelli Lemieux

Call to order: 4:03PM

Approval of minutes of May 3, 2018:
- Concerns:
  o Motion 1
  o Number 6 – Class year incorrect – should be class of 2022, not 2021
  o Amendments seconded

Old Business: Continuation of discussion of motions to alter curriculum
- Motion 3 Concern –
  o The committee will look at the Motion one more time – Amount of time for large group sessions – will need more than 1 large group session – have latitude to use for large group when MRPH is not there.
  o A question regarding all day sessions if cherry street is not available. It was answered yes.
- A motion was made and seconded for PBL Leadership
  o This motion serves to increase the leadership effectiveness over the PBL curriculum
Discussion followed regarding questions asked if this committee was separate from block committee, adding the Med Prac representative and deleting last line “This PBL committee will replace the block chair’s committee and serve to formalize curriculum advisory functions”

- **Motion Carried - Yes: 9 No: 3 Abst: 1**

- A motion was made and tabled for Block Committee Structure
  - **Motion Tabled**

- A Motion was made and seconded for Large Group Instruction Adjustments
  - Discussion on optional vs. required - keep “Attendance remains required” and deleting first line “For both years, we reserve the opportunity to maintain the current Tue/Thurs large-group structure if for any reason the Macon campus does not move to Cherry St. in time for the 2018-19 academic year to begin. If this is the case, the weekly schedule below will need to adjust accordingly”
  - **Motion Carries - Yes: 12 No: 0**

- Motion 8: Testing Adjustments
  - **Motion Tabled after much discussion to bring to Block Chair Meeting**

- Motion 9: Angoff Method Discontinuation
  - **Motion Tabled and will bring to Block Chair meeting**

- A motion was made and seconded for Medical Practice, proposed by Dr. E.S. Prakash
  - Discussion followed regarding separately listed courses, making the course much more significant rather than integrated and assessed within that course and will help us manage it better.
  - There will be more discussion regarding what happens when a student fails, if that student will have to repeat the course, or year.
  - **Motion Carries Yes: 8 No: 3 Abst: 1**

**Block 4 Exam Summaries: (Dr. Ignatoff)**

- Module 4 – Reproduction – 146 Questions (orig 150 – 4 dropped)
- Mean: All: 100.8 (69%) – Macon: 98.8(68%) – Sav 102.8 (70%)
- 4 failures
- NBME Exam – outperformed on all NBME other than Heme
- End of block 4 results – No block 4 failures
- MPRA – Dr. Williams –All but 1 passed – finding remedial time for that student

Campus
Columbus- House
Macon- Grimsley
Savannah – Knapp
Committee Reports
PBL- Ignatoff, Knapp, Williams
Year III – Grimsley
Year IV – Williams
CQI&A – Angle
Adjournment: 6:01PM